Why Jeeves?
Flexibility

Flexibility refers to the ability of a
system to respond to potential internal
or external changes affecting its value
delivery, in a timely and cost-effective
manner. Flexibility is the ease with
which the system can respond to
uncertainty in a manner to sustain or
increase its value deliverye.

With Jeeves we will get a flexible system that we can
implement cost efficiently and quickly and that is well
adapted for an international business like ours.”
Anders Clemensson, Global Operations Director, NORD-LOCK International, Sweden

Ten years ago, the future was ten years away. Five years ago the future
was three years away. Today, the future is tomorrow. The market is
constantly demanding more and more from companies when it comes to
identifying and then rapidly meeting changes while still being effective.
Flexibility is a key requirement for your ERP investment.

MAKE SURE YOUR ERP IS READY
FOR THE FUTURE
In today’s competitive marketplace,
the only thing companies are sure of
is that change is inevitable. In order
to remain competitive, businesses
must be proactive and ensure that
their ERP system will be able to keep
up with and quickly flex to these
changes.

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
At Jeeves, we believe in “customized
standard”. Organizations will no
longer have to make the difficult
decision of choosing between
sticking with the “vanilla” standard of
most ERPs or going with the system
that has the ability to easily add on
and personalize.
We provide you with the best of
both worlds. With Jeeves unique

architecture, experience the benefits
of standardized software such as
a community of users continuously
developing and evolving the
functionality of the software, quick
and easy upgrades and a low total
cost of ownership. Further, reap the
rewards of undeniable flexibility!
CHANGE WITHOUT HASSLE
The key to easily implementing
changes is again due to the
architecture of Jeeves, making
Jeeves one of the market’s easiest
systems to customize. The system
can be adapted to fit your business
processes, avoiding the workarounds
of forcing your business fit to into the
system.

Jeeves is a modern,
user friendly,
adaptable, and
flexible ERP solution,
which permits us to
benefit from great
functionality.”

With Jeeves you don’t have to chose between the advantages of a standard ERP
and the flexibility of a customized solution. You can have both!

Minimize the cost of consultants and
the complexity of behind-the-scenes
customizations. Jeeves features
macros which enable customers to
make many of their own changes
to forms, reports, processes and
routines, and tables. Imperative
to Jeeves’ unparalleled ease of
personalization and continuity with
upgrades is that it operates on
two databases -one database for
standard functionality and another
for the macros and personalizations.
Consequently, your customizations
are carried forward with all upgrades

without the added cost to “upgrade”
them separately to have them
continue to work.
Further, due to the separate
databases, adaptations can be made
on different levels without affecting
another level. Upgrading to a new
release will not affect partner addons, customer specific developed
functionality or downloaded apps.
INTEGRATION IS CRITICAL
Jeeves strives to be top-notch in
the ERP world and part of that

Jean-Michel Galliou,
IT-Manager,
Mecelec, France

is empowering its customers to
integrate third-party solutions and
partner add-ons to further meet any
additional needs.
Consequently, Jeeves has a very
open architecture which makes
it ideal for integrating with other
solutions and partner add-ons.

